# Selected courses offered in English

## FALL 2019

### Undergraduate

#### ACTURIAL SCIENCE
- ACT-22305 FINANCIAL MATHEMATICS I

#### BUSINESS & ADMINISTRATION
- ADM-11008 SEMINAR IN BUSINESS CASES
- ADM-11013 INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
- ADM-12103 BUSINESS STRATEGY*
- ADM-12107 BUSINESS STRATEGY I*
- ADM-12108 BUSINESS STRATEGY II*
- ADM-12350 DATA-DRIVEN BUSINESS DECISIONS
- ADM-12417 BUSINESS IN EMERGING COUNTRIES
- ADM-14401 HUMAN BEHAVIOR I*
- ADM-14413 MANAGERIAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
- ADM-15502 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT II*
- ADM-15507 FOUNDATIONS OF FINANCE
- ADM-15510 INVESTMENTS *
- ADM-15514 INVESTMENTS PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
- ADM-15522 THEORY OF FINANCE
- ADM-15531 FINANCIAL MARKETS AND INSTITUTIONS
- ADM-15532 CORPORATE FINANCE
- ADM-15533 FINANCIAL MODELS I
- ADM-15571 FIXED INCOME INSTRUMENTS
- ADM-15582 ADVANCE CORPORATE FINANCE
- ADM-16601 MARKETING I
- ADM-16606 MARKETING STRATEGIES

#### ECONOMICS
- ECO-10204 SEMINAR ON ECONOMIC RESEARCH I
- ECO-10202 SEMINAR ON ECONOMIC RESEARCH II
- ECO-10516 APPLIED MICROECONOMETRICS
- ECO-11121 ADVANCED MICROECONOMICS I
- ECO-11122 ADVANCED MICROECONOMICS II
- ECO-13101 INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS I
- ECO-15111 POLITICAL ECONOMY
- ECO-19211 ENERGY ECONOMICS ( ELECTIVE )
- ECO-21104 ECONOMICS IV¹
- ECO-21111 CONSUMER-PRODUCER THEORY¹
- ECO-21112 GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM¹
- ECO-22113 DYNAMIC MACROECONOMICS II¹

#### GENERAL STUDIES
- EGN-1163 NEW HISTORIC PERSPECTIVES OF MEXICO

#### LANGUAGE & LINGUISTICS
- CLE-10201 INTENSIVE ENGLISH COURSE
- CLE-10202 ADVANCED ENGLISH COURSE
- CLE-10311 FRENCH I
- CLE-10312 FRENCH II
- CLE-10331 GERMAN I
- CLE-10516 COMMUNICATION IN SPANISH I
- CLE-10517 COMMUNICATION IN SPANISH II
- CLE-10518 COMMUNICATION IN SPANISH III

#### LAW
- DER-11025 COMMON LAW SYSTEM: SOURCES, CONCEPTS AND APPROACH
- DER-11304 LEGAL ARGUMENTATION
- DER-18028 REGIONAL TRADE AGREEMENTS
- DER-18030 LAW AND GLOBAL GOVERNANCE

#### INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
- EIN-13104 RESEARCH METHODS FOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
- EIN-14102 THEORIES OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
- EIN-15105 THE POLITICS OF INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS
- EIN-15302 POLITICAL PROCESSES IN THE U.S.A. INTERNATIONAL DIMENSIONS
- EIN-17303 MEXICO-USA-CANADA RELATIONS

#### SOCIAL SCIENCES
- CSO-11012 CLASSICAL POLITICAL THEORY II
- CSO-15021 PUBLIC CHOICE

#### MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS
- EST-14103 MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS
- MATH-12101 CALCULUS II
- MATH-12102 CALCULUS III
- MATH-22600 FINANCIAL MATHEMATICS

---

*The courses ADM-12103, ADM-12107 and ADM-12108 cannot be taken at the same time

*The courses ADM-12103 and ADM-12108 have the same content

*The courses ADM-14401 and ADM-14405 have the same content

*The courses ADM-15502 and ADM-15510 have the same content

¹: subject to prior authorization of the department director

---

- This list is for informational purposes only and all courses are subject to confirmation.
- The official list of courses will be available one month prior to the beginning of classes.

---

Selected courses offered in English

SPRING 2020
Undergraduate

BUSINESS & ADMINISTRATION
- ADM-11013 INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
- ADM-12103 BUSINESS STRATEGY *
- ADM-12107 BUSINESS STRATEGY I *
- ADM-12108 BUSINESS STRATEGY II *
- ADM-12350 DATA-DRIVEN BUSINESS DECISIONS *
- ADM-14413 MANAGERIAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
- ADM-15502 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT II *
- ADM-15507 FOUNDATIONS OF FINANCE
- ADM-15514 INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
- ADM-15531 FINANCIAL MARKETS AND INSTITUTIONS
- ADM-15532 CORPORATE FINANCE
- ADM-15533 FINANCIAL MODELS I
- ADM-15571 FIXED INCOME INSTRUMENTS
- ADM-15582 ADVANCED CORPORATE FINANCE *
- ADM-16601 MARKETING I

ECONOMICS
- ECO-10204 SEMINAR ON ECONOMIC RESEARCH I
- ECO-10202 SEMINAR ON ECONOMIC RESEARCH II
- ECO-10516 APPLIED MICROECONOMETRICS
- ECO-11121 ADVANCED MICROECONOMICS I
- ECO-11122 ADVANCED MICROECONOMICS II
- ECO-13101 INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS I
- ECO-15111 POLITICAL ECONOMY
- ECO-21104 ECONOMICS IV¹
- ECO-48116 ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES ECONOMICS¹
- ECO-51111 CONSUMER AND PRODUCER THEORY¹
- ECO-51113 GAME THEORY¹

LANGUAGE & LINGUISTICS
- CLE-10201 INTENSIVE ENGLISH COURSE
- CLE-10202 ADVANCED ENGLISH COURSE
- CLE-10311 FRENCH I
- CLE-10331 GERMAN I
- CLE-10516 COMMUNICATION IN SPANISH I
- CLE-10517 COMMUNICATION IN SPANISH II

LAW
- DER-11105 LEGAL ARGUMENTATION AND WRITING IN ENGLISH
- DER-11304 ORAL AND WRITTEN LEGAL ARGUMENTATION
- DER-17054 PUBLIC CHOICE AND PUBLIC LAW
- DER-18029 WORLD TRADE LAW
- DER-18802 INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LAW

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
- EIN-13104 RESEARCH METHODS FOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
- EIN-13202 HISTORY OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS II
- EIN-14102 THEORIES OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
- EIN-15105 THE POLITICS OF INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS RELATIONS

SOCIAL SCIENCES
- CSO-11012 CLASSICAL POLITICAL THEORY II
- CSO-14096 TECHNOLOGY, WAR AND POLITICS
- CSO-15021 PUBLIC CHOICE

MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS
- EST-14103 MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS

GENERAL STUDIES
- EGN-11163 NEW HISTORIC PERSPECTIVES OF MEXICO

* The courses ADM-12103, ADM-12107 and ADM-12108 cannot be taken at the same time
* The courses ADM-12103 and ADM-12108 have the same content
* The courses ADM-12350 and ADM-15582 have the same content
* The courses ADM-14401 and ADM-14405 have the same content
* The courses ADM-15502 and ADM-15510 have the same content
1: subject to prior authorization of the department director

Descriptions of the courses can be accessed here:
This list is for informational purposes only and all courses are subject to confirmation.
The official list of courses will be available one month prior to the beginning of classes.